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A Survey of Analog Memory Devices*
GEORGE NAGYt

Summary-Widespread and persistent interest in the imple- unit. Typical figures derived from computer simulation
mentation of multilevel logic, conditional probability computers, range from 30 to 300 levels.'-3
learning machines, and brain models has created a need for an in- W . . b
expensive analog or quasi-digital storage element. A number of
possible approaches to this problem, ranging from the slow and the value one level at a time, it is not necessary to be
reliable electromechanical systems to the many forms of charge and able to reproduce a given level exactly, as it would be if
flux integration, are reviewed, and the suitability of each device for the machine were to perform arithmetic operations. A
various fields of application is briefly discussed. way of resetting the value to some arbitrary zero level

INTRODUCTION would also be desirable in order to erase traces of previ-

ECENT WORK on complex data-processing
ous learning before starting on a new problem.

1 y.t.sys withWOrK oncmpex data-possing The required speed of operation is more closely de-:Qsysemswith large numbers of simultaneous in- pendent on the particular application in view. For ex-
puts has spurred interest in a type of adaptive

pneto h atclrapiaini iw o x

ptructutshnonass inervesinet Atypeofdaptivenerample, in a constantly updated radar monitor a fast re-
structure known as a nervernet Aapive nerven inforcement rate would be more advantageous than in a

generally incorporate a number of variable weighted character recognition device which would be retrained
connections, whose levels must be set during the course coaratelrarely. Aeechprocessorropraingi
of a training routine to correspond to the probability real time would likely hav to be faster than the visual
density functions characterizing the input or the system mel bilt to date. histicated conf tionsuin
structure. The object of this paper is to provide a review corpo ing feedack. reverberatin lopsuatnd iin-

of sverl kidsf meoryeleentswhih ma beuse corporating feedback, reverberating loops and built-in
of several kinds of memory elements which may be use- decay2 would be able to take advantage of higher rates
ful in implementing the information storage system of than a series-coupled system paced by the speed of the
such nets. input equipment. Furthermore, one attempt at least has
The striking feature common to all these nets, be they already been made to directly couple a parallel device of

part of a conditional probability computer, a pattern the nerve net type to a conventional sequential digital
recognition device designed to classify bubble chamber computer.3
photographs, or a model of the cat's visual cortex, is that The degree of permanence required may also vary
the degree of interest and usefulness of the performance from a few hours in a laboratory machine designed to
displayed increases with the number of variable strength check system performance to several months in an auto-
links embodied in the system. Consequently, low unit matic y

r* g matlc ~~~~page reader which would normally be left alone as
cost is often the over-riding consideration in choosing a long as radical changes in the type present in its input
storage device for a particular machine. did not occur.

Fortunately, the logical design of most nerve netsFortunatelythe logical design ofmostnervenets This completes the list of features which may be rele-
does not impose too stringent requirements on the per- vant in selecting a memory component. Let us now see
formance of individual memory cells. As a rule, the out- where we may hope to find a device satisfying our rather
puts of a large number of weighted connections are modest demands.
added, and the correct classification of the input signal
depends on whether the algebraic sum is greater or less STATE OF THE ART
than a given threshold (threshold logic), or greater or
less than other similarly constituted sums (majority
logic). As had been the case with both digital and analog

If only a coarse level setting arrangement is available, computers, the first large scale parallel-pattern recogni-
or if only a finite number of levels may be obtained, a tion machine made extensive use of electromechanical
well designed system will still converge to a solution, elements. The Mark I perceptron, built at the Cornell
(achieve correct classification of a set of test stimuli), Aeronautical Laboratory, includes 512 gear-head direct-
although a longer training sequence (adaptive period)

or mor adpielnsmyb eesr.Frasse A. E. Brain, H. S. Crafts, G. E. Forsen, D. J. Hall, and J. W.
comprising a fixed number of adaptive links, the num- Machanik, "Graphical Data Processing Research Study and Experi-
ber of levels required in asingle memory cell will depend, mental Investigation," Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park,
in general, on both the signal-to-noise ratio of the input 2 F. Rosenblatt, "The Principles of Neurodynamics," Cornell
patterns, and on the resolution of the final comparator Aeronautical Lab., Buffalo, N. Y., Rept. No. VG-1196-G-8; March,

3B. Widrow and C. H. Mays, Project No. 1557-26 in Solid State
* Received December 24, 1962. Electronics Research, Stanford Electronics Labs., Stanford Uni-
t Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. versity, Calif., Consolidated Quarterly Rept. No. 14; 1962.
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current motors to actuate the potentiometers represent- 90 5

ing the values of its weighted connections.4 While in a A

larger system cost and space requirements could be cut /
down considerably by mounting a number of potenti- 80B C _-_-_-
ometers-possibly as many as forty or fifty-on a com- / B

mon shaft, and clamping appropriate ratio arms to the 70

rotating shaft by means of a magnetic clutch arrange-
ment,' on the whole, electromechanical elements are ob- 0 \
solete for parallel storage. I /

Thermistors D0z
The currents which flow through a thermistor raise |

its temperature through ohmic dissipation, and the tem- El
perature characteristics of the device are such that its I
conductance is thereby increased. Thus, thermistors are 30
ideally suited for the type of training required in certain
four-layer and cross-coupled systems:6 only links 20
originating at "active" signal generating units carry / /
current, andareconsequentlyreinforced.Unfortunately, L\ /
reinforcement is strictly monopolar. A further drawback / /
is the short "half-memory" of thermistors: it is only of ol 0 \j ] I
the order of three or four minutes.7 WAVELENGTH IN 600

Photochromic Storage Devi/ces Fig. 1-Photochromic characteristics.

The characteristic curves of the photochromic or
phototropic film8 on which these devices are based are slide projector. The input patterns, in the form of trans-
displayed in Fig. 1. The unique property of this film is parencies, are introduced into a collimator in front of the
that its transmittance near the center of the visible photochromic film. A photoresistor behind the film meas-
spectrum may be reversibly altered by exposure to high ures the total amount of light transmitted during a
intensity radiation in the borderline regions. Curve A "read" cycle. If the intensity exceeds a preset threshold
shows the transmittance of the film after it has been ex- and the input pattern is to be classified in the positive
posed to a flash of light of the spectral composition in- class, a flash of "blue" light is triggered. If the input is
dicated by curve C (yellow filter), while curve B shows to be classified negative, and the intensity fails to reach
transmittance after an "erase" pulse through blue filter threshold level, the film is flooded with "yellow" light.
D. Curve E describes the "read" filter which has been It may be shown that iteration of this procedure will
found to interfere least with the condition of the film. enable the machine to form dichotomies among a broad
Reading is, of course, performed at relatively much class of patterns; in fact, the machine is designed to run
lower intensities than reinforcement; the over-all trans- through its magazine of slides until it stops making
missivity varies from about 0.3 to 0.8. The material is nmistakes.
not too unstable; at room temperature it decays towards Photochromic devices are proving their usefulness in
an equilibrium point with a time constant of several the two-layer processing of visual data, but there ap-
hours.

pears to be no simple way of adapting them to moreA rather elegant photochromic device, designed by pearste noplewn
Scott H. Cameron,9 consists of a modified automatic

Charge Integration

J. C. Hay, F. C. Martin, and C. W. Wightman, "The Mark I The engineer's concept of a circuit with a memory
Perceptron, Design and Performance," 1960 IRE INTERNATIONAL generally involves one or more charged capacitors, so it
CONVENTION RECORD, pt 2. is reasonable to investigate whether these hold out any

5 M. Minsky, "Neural-Analog Networks and the Brain Model
Problem," M.S. Thesis. Princeton University, Princeton, N. J.; 1954. promise for present nerve net applications. Charge in-

6 H. D. Block, B. W. Knight, and F. Rosenblatt, "Analysis of tegration in capacitors presents the problem that for
four-layer series coupled perceptron," RevJ. Mod. Phys., vol. 34, pp.
135-142; February, 1962. linear operation a constant current source, implying in

7A. Arking and H. Y. Chiu, "Proposal for Construction of apatc ag eisrssac srqie.Ti ntr
Thermistor Perceptron," Laboratory of Nuclear Studies, Cornell prctc a lag eisrssac,isrqie.Tintr
University, Ithaca, N. Y., 1959. renders incrementation intolerably slow, since for

8B. K. Green, E. Berman, B. Katchen, L. Schleicher, and J. J. reasonable storage times large capacitance values are
Stansbury, "4Chemical Switches," PrOC. Internzat. Symp. on Theory of
Switching, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass.; 1957. necessary. The sensing of the charge offers a further

S. H. Cameron, "Self Organizing Networks," Armour Research problem
Foundation of Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, Ill., Annual m
Rept., Project No. E154; 1962. These difficulties are largely overcome by Bab-
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Fig. 3-Solion tetrode connected as an integrator.
Fig. 2-Babcock's "refined facilitator."

the device. An eveii more serious drawback is the low
cock's "Facilitator,"'0 shown in Fig. 2. The facilitator output impedance of the device, which causes units con-
simulates biological neuron properties such as temporal nected together for the purpose of summing operatioils
and spatial summation, latency, inhibition and refrac- to discharge through one another. These difficulties are
tive period. It is rather too expensive to use in conven- similar to those encountered with capacitors, though the
tional pattern recognition machines, and should be of time constant is greatly magnified in solions by the use of
interest chiefly to specialists in complex neuron inter- a liquid medium.
actions. At constant temperature the stability of isolated

solions is reported to be excellent, with drifts of only a
Solions fraction of 1 per cent over periods of several days. Rea-

Solions is the generic name of a family of amplifying sonably high packing densities may already be achieved
devices which function by controlling and monitoring a --the volume of a tetrode now on the market is approxi-
reversible electrochemical reaction.1" mately 0.2 cubic in-but prices are still rather high. If
The reaction utilized in solions is a so-called "redox" solions are to be seriously considered for embodiment in

reaction in which oxidation and reduction take place in large nerve nets, considerable redesigning is required
turn. In the solion tetrode four inert electrodes are im- with the emphasis shifted from precision to ease of mass
mersed in an electrolyte containing both the oxidized production.
and the reduced species of an ion, and by controlling the
charge transferred between the two input electrodes, a Electrolytic Integrators
change in conductivity proportional to the input current Yet another form of charge integration is exhibited in
may be obtained between the output electrodes. the "electrolytic integrator." The basic principle behind

Fig. 3 is a simplified diagram of a solion tetrode con- it is so simple that it had occurred to practically every
nected as an integrator. The electrolyte used is an aque- investigator in need of a cheap and reversible memory
ous solution containing a small amount of iodine and a device, but the first really workable device was devel-
comparatively larger amount of potassium iodide. The oped by B. Widrow using high precision electrochemical
amount of tri-iodide (resulting from the dissociation of techniques and, it is said, a number of incantations de-
the iodine in the presence of the potassium iodide) vised originally in connection with the touch-stone re-
transferred from the reservoir to the integral compart- search program.12
ment by the input current is, by Faraday's Law, propor- The electrolytic integrator, in its basic form, conisists
tionial to its integral with respect to time. The output of two electrodes immersed in an electrolyte (see Fig. 4)
current is proportional to the concentration of tri-iodide in such a way that it is possible to vary their resistance
in the integral compartment, and hence to the integral relative to each other by transferring metal in ionized
of the input current. The polarized shield merely serves form through the solution. In practice, one of the elec-
to reduce the tri-iodide concentration near it to the trodes, the variable element, is a fairly high resistance
point where diffusion through the small perforations of conductor with two terminals accessible in order to de-
the electrode is negligible. tect resistance changes. The other electrode, the source,

Because of the concentration potential resulting from is simply a bar of metal.
the difference in ion concentration in the vicinity of the The basic resistance of the variable element must lie
two input electrodes, the input impedance of the solion in a relatively narrow range. If the basic resistance is too
tetro(le varies by a raltio of 5: 1 inl the operaltinlg ranlge of low compared to the resistance of the source metal, thenl

inl order to produce a detectable resistance chanlge, very
M. L Bacoc,"eoraniatin b Adptie Atomtio ,,large amounlts of thle source metal mzust be deposited on

University of lllinois, Urbana, Ill., INonlr 1834(21) Trech. Rept. No. 1;
January, 1960. 12 B. Widrow, "An Adaptive 'Adaline' Neuron Using Chemical

11 "An Introduction to Solions," Texas Research and Electronic 'Memistors'," Stanford University, Calif., Solid State Electrooics
Corp.) Dallas, Tex.; June) 1961. Laboratory Tech. Report No. 1553-2; October, 1960J
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Fig. 4-Schematic of electrolytic integrator. LO

the surface of the variable element. Since the maximum
permissible plating current is limited by the need for _ _ _
even plating action, low basic resistance entails inad-
missibly slow integrating action. If, on the other hand,
the basic resistance is high compared to that of the solu- Fig. 5-Basic circuit of a transpolarizer.
tion, then the resistance change measured at the ter-
minals of the variable element will again be small, due to current is passed through a point of intersection, silver
the constant low resistance of the solution which is ions are released from the wire acting as the anode,
essentially in parallel with it. transported across the bromide film and deposited on
Commonly used substrates include metallic oxide the cathode wire. Eventually,a bridge of silver is built up

films deposited on glass, graphite and thin resistance between the wires, and the resistance between them
wires. The electrolyte is usually a solution of copper changes from about 1 megohm to less than 10 ohms.
sulphate in water, with various chemical agents added to Here again, reversibility is the chief problem. A program
regulate the ph factor and insure even plating char- to investigate solid solutions with a view to electrolytic
acteristics. Currents of the order of a milliampere and integrator applications is reported to be underway at
time constants of a few seconds are typical of the small the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory.
airtight integrator capsules now available.
A slight variation on the electrode resistance integra- The Transpolarizer

tor, investigated by H. Y. Chiu and others, deserves The transpolarizer, an electrostatic analog of the
mention.13 Chiu advocates the use of cells where the re- more widely known transfiuxor, consists of two capac-
sistance between the electrodes, rather than that of one itors with a crystalline ferroelectric dielectric and a
of the electrodes, is changed as the result of copper nearly rectangular hysteresis loop.16 The basic circuit is
transfer. For example, the cathode of such a cell may be shown in Fig. 5, and the mode of operation is as follows.
a cylinder of copper foil, while the anode would consist of One of the capacitors, say C1, is maintained in a
a thin gold wire concentric with the cathode. The re- polarized state by means of a dc bias. Then the trans-
versibility of a process based on such a geometry is polarizer is said to be in the unblocked state if C2 is
questionable and the data obtained by Chiu are not en- polarized in the same direction as Cl. In this case the two
couraging. capacitors in series behave essentially as a single ferro-
The Optimistor is yet another version of the electro- electric element, and present a low impedance to a small

lytic integrator.14 Here a very thin layer of metal is de- ac sensing signal. If, however, C2 is polarized oppositely
posited on a transparent substrate and the thickness of to C1, then any attempt to switch C, would result in C2
the layer is sampled with a light beam. Because of the being driven further into saturation. Hence, no switching
relatively large ratio of exposed surface to amount of occurs and the transpolarizer is said to be in the blocked
material present, this arrangement is rather unstable. state. The combination acts as a small linear capacitor

Experiments have also been conducted on transferring and therefore has a relatively high impedance at the
silver ions through a thin film of silver bromide.'5 The driving frequency.
nonlinearity of this process renders it suitable for coin- Making use of the partially blocked states of the
cidence mode selection of the points to be incremented in transpolarizer, about thirty discrete and reproducible
a memory matrix. The matrix consists simply of the steps are attainable. The polarization is set to the de-
points of intersection of thin silver wires electrolytically sired level by 1-microsecond pulses of the appropriate
coated with a 10-micron tungsten bromide film. When polarity. With recently developed materials, such as tri-

"H.Y. hi, "n nvetiatin o te Pssbiltyof si glycine sulfate (TGS) and tri-glycine fluoberyllate
Elcroyi CelasChu A-nitInvsiaonftheConstruction ofa Usi (TGEletriyicCels s -Uitsinth Cnstucio o aPerceptron,n (GB), extremely stable operation may be expected,

Laboratory for Nuclear Studies, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.; and sensinlg voltages several times as large as the co-

'i M. E. Hoff, H. S. Crafts, and J. B. Angell, "Components for ercive voltage may be safely applied.
Trainable Systems," Digest of Paperts, 1962 Internatl. Solid State
Circuits Conference.

15 H. J. Honerloh and H. Kraft, "Technische Verwirklichung der 16 p. Pulvari, "sThe transpolarizer: An electrostatistically con-
Lernmatrix," in "Lernende Automaten," H. Billing, Ed., R. Olden- trolled circuit impedance with stored setting," PROC. IRE, vol. 47,
bourg, Munich, Germany; 1962. pp. 1117-1122; June, 1959.
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Magnetic Flux Integration
Modelled on the core memories so widely used in

digital computers, most flux integrators use the partial G6s
switching of the domains in a toroidal core under a cur-

rent impulse as the basic increment. Differences be-
tween particular designs arise chiefly in the mode of
nondestructive readout employed.
One popular approach to the readout problem makes

use of quadrature fields. A weak "strobe" field is applied
orthogonally to the "write" axis of magnetization; it
causes the flux vector to rotate slightly, generating a 5209
voltage proportional to its rate of change (and hence its 8050 12 A 0O,3^1d
magnitude) in the read winding (which may be the same 2TURNS

1 1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~SATURATION
as the write winding). At the end of the strobe pulse, the 6&& eV 5i.9
flux vector springs back to its original preferred orienta-
tion by virtue of "domain elasticity." Fig. 6 shows a
core which was used in a small perceptron utilizing this SET LEVEL
principle for information storage and modification.'7
Another working analog storage device has been de-

veloped at the Stanford Research Institute by A.
Brain,'8 using the multiaperture device (MAD) derived M TURNS

earlier from the transfluxor configuration by Bennion 25ma
and Crane.'9 A schematic of the MAD ferrite, as used
for analog storage, is shown in Fig. 7. The current
through the bias winding holds the core material near 2TURNS
the inside perimeter of the core in a saturated condition, READOUT 0.2 AMP
thus "trapping" any flux which may be present around Fig. 7-MAD integrator.
the small apertures. Pulses through the set winding vary
the total amount of flux in the core with the amount of CLEAR
flux switched at each increment held constant by means

SETof a "bucket" core. OUT
~NTURNS SHORTED LOOP

A slightly different version of the toroidal flux in- WITH RESISTANCE R

tegrator is now being patented by J. Divilbiss of the Fig. 8-Divilbiss' modified transfluxor.
University of Illinois.20 His device is shown in Fig. 8.
The novel feature here is the variable resistance short Nl r N12

circuited loop which controls the field available for flux [7SUMMER
switching. PZT-4 XTAL 50TURNS DAMPING PADswitching. .nGf 1Qa

A mode of readout first investigated by B. Widrow" u
has been recently perfected by H. J. Honerloh at the 250 TURNS

Technische Hochschule in Karlsruhe, Germany, and is TO
PULSE GFNERATOR MILabout to be incorporated into an 8,000 element "Lern- PEMMALLOY WIRE

matrix.""iS Here the readout signal is proportional to a ._ 200
difference frequency generated by core nonlinearity be-

2 c/s
tween two drive frequencies in the low broadcast range. Fig. 9-Schematic diagram of magnetostrictive readout integrator.
The signal is very small but the summing operation

17 J. K. Hawkins, C. J. Mansey, and R. A. Stafford, "A Magnetic characteristic of parallel-pattern recognition machines
Integrator for the Perceptron Program," Newport Beach, Calif. raises it above noise level. In the Lernmatrix the cores
Summary Report, Aeronutronic Res. Lab. Publication No. U-1405; are simply threaded onto the read and write wires in the

18 A. E. Brain, A. B. Novikoff, and C. P. Bourne, "Graphical" manner of conventional digital core memories and in-
Data Processing Research Study and Experimental Investigation, crementation takes place by coincidence mode switch-
Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, Calif., Rept. No. 4,
April, 1961. ing.

'9 D. R. Bennion and H. D. Crane, "Design and analysis of Reversible flux switching in a tape-wound toroidal
MAD transfer circuitry," Proc. W.J.C.C., pp. 21-36; March,
1959. 'core, which takes place at harmonic frequencies of a

20 J. Divilbiss, "A Magnetic Pulse Integrator, Disclosure of In- drive current due to core nonlinearity, has been success-
vention and Letter of Transmittal; University of Illinois, Urbana, ful exlie o edu upoe yH .Cati
1962. 'flyepotd o edu upssb .S rfsll

21 B. Widrow, "A radio-frequency non-destructive read-out for An early version of the so-called second-harmonic in-
magnetic core memories," IRE TRANS. ON ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS,terorcnisofwooesoudnscham nr
vol. EC-3, pp. 12-15; December, 1954.tertrcnstofwooesoudnscham nr
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TABLE I
CHARACTERISTICS OF ANALOG MEMORY ELEMENTS

Integrator Number of Time Required for Stability Means of Approximate
Available Levels Reinforcement Reinforcement Unit Cost

Electromechanical 500 0. 1 second infinite 2 amp dc $40.00
Thermistors continuous 5 seconds 5 minutes 40 ma dc $ 0.50
Photochromic 2 6 hours high energy flash
Transpolarizer 30-300 1 microsecond infinite electron beam $15.00
Ferrite 20-200 3-80 microseconds infinite 1 microsecond; 1 amp pulse $ 3.00
Capacitor continuous 1-1000 milliseconds 6 hours 1-1000 millisecond pulses $ 1.00
Solions continuous 1 second 30 days 50 uamp dc $15.00
Electrolytic 200 10 milliseconds 6 months 10 millisecond; 1 ma pulse $10.00
Magnetostrictive 50-100 0.1 microsecond infinite 0.1 microsecond pulse $ 1.00
2nd Harmonic 50-500 0. 1-1 .0 milliseconds infinite 0.3 millisecond pulse $ 1 .00

that in the output winding the second-harmonic com- between the various approaches available is not an easy
ponents, which are proportional to the flux level, add, one; a quantitative evaluation based on performance
while the fundamental cancels out. Because the high- curves and cost would be a major research project in it-
level radio frequency drive effectively lowers the core self.
coercivity, coincidence mode incrementation is readily Table I summarizes available information on the de-
practicable. Other features, such as relatively low cost, vices reviewed in this paper.
large number of levels available and the simplicity of Among the alternatives presented, the various mag-
the required auxiliary circuitry, contribute to make this netic flux integrating devices offer perhaps the most
device a strong contender for a leading position among flexibility for many applications. The popularity of the
practical integrators. toroidal cores for analog storage is bound to grow as im-
We shall conclude this sampling of flux integration proved fabricating methods and materials become avail-

techniques with an idea originated by C. Rosen of the able for thin film deposited cores and for the application
Stanford Research Institute. When a magnetostrictive of printed circuit techniques to provide the necessary
element is acoustically excited, an alternating flux wave windings. Coincidence mode incrementation will no
is generated whose magnitude is proportional to the ini- doubt be employed on all large scale machines.
tial magnetization of the element. A device based on this It is also possible that improvements in electron-
principle is illustrated on Fig. 9. The flux carrying optical machining techniques, now being developed by
medium is the 10-mil permalloy wire, ultrasonically K. Shoulders in Palo Alto,23 may obviate the necessity
driven by a piezoelectric transducer. With this arrange- for analog storage. In principle, any pattern recognition
ment it is possible to obtain up to 80 discrete steps, using machine using weighted connections may be simulated
only a very modest amount of auxiliary circuitry. on a binary machine of sufficiently large capacity. With
Further development work on this device is being cryogenic storage elements it may be possible to build
carried on both at the Stanford Research Institute' and large, fairly general-purpose parallel computers, on
at Cornell University,22 in conjunction with the con- which any specific connection scheme necessary for a
struction of large scale visual and audio pattern recogni- given task may be established by external control.
tion devices. Even the considerable improvements in components

almost within reach are not likely to close the existing
CONCLUSION gap between proposed theoretical models and their

The list of analog memory devices presented in the hardware realization. As much as ever it will remain up
preceding paragraphs does not pretend to be exhaustive. to the individual designer to maximize the yield of
One may gain some idea of the staggering variety of machines severely handicapped by the lack of a really
processes which may be potentially harnessed to fulfill cheap, reliable and fast analog memory component.
nerve net memory functions by considering the number
of physical phenomena characterized by a first-order ACKNOWLEDGMENT
differential equation. Since the specifications for the The author gratefully acknowledges support of the
simultaneous access storage in a pattern recognition Office of Naval Research.
computer are often rather loosely formulated, the choice

23 K. R. Shoulders, "Research in Microelectronics Using Electron-
22 G. Nagy, "Analogue Memory Mechanisms for Neural Nets," Beam Activated Machining Techniques," Stanford Research Insti-

Ph. D. Thesis, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. V.; 1962. tute, Menlo Park, Calif., 1960.


